
MAINTAINING EMPLOYEE HEALTH
Employers go to great lengths and expense to ensure their employees and work force stay healthy. Wellness programs are 
often implemented, ranging from insurance incentives & access to �tness gyms, to healthy snacks and more.

These all bene�t the employee but there are still direct and indirect costs to the company when employees fall ill. 
Absenteeism costs money and takes its toll on productivity and morale. In fact, “productivity losses linked to absences cost 
U.S. employers $1,685 per employee per year.” (CDC)

MEETING EMPLOYEE  EXPECTATIONS
Today’s workforce is changing rapidly  and what a company stands for is becoming 
increasingly important. Within two years, nearly half of  employed workers will be 
millennials, and on average, they are actually willing to forgo higher salaries in favor of a 
good work environment.

WHAT’S MISSING?
IS YOUR WORKSPACE HEALTHY?  This is perhaps the most overlooked aspect to 
maintaining employee health. 

Have you taken the necessary steps to reduce the spread of illness once employees get sick? 
Are you proactive in seeing that certain work areas are not breeding grounds for bacteria 
and viruses? Have you instituted long term processes that inhibit microbial growth?

HEALTHY WORKSPACES
CleanBeyond specializes in creating Healthy Interior Environments. With periodic visits to 

your workplace, and our specialized equipment, processes and spray treatments, we can help reduce the spread of illness 
caused by viruses and bacteria. And that can mean less time o� from work and greater productivity. From individual work 
stations and o�ces, to conference rooms, kitchenettes and common areas, your company or facility can truly be a healthier 
place to work, while making all of your other wellness investments more valuable.

MAKE YOUR
WORKPLACE

HEALTHY

Now there’s a Employee Wellness Program that 
makes your workspace Healthy.

It’s time to make a Healthy Workspace part of 
your Employee Wellness Program.



  We take take your workplace to the
NEXT LEVEL OF CLEAN™

DISINFECTING INTERIOR SPACES
The CleanBeyond Certi�ed Program provides a customized plan for weekly, monthly  or 
quarterly disinfection spray treatments for your building or o�ces. A constant �ow of 
employee or customer tra�c will carry germs and microbes into any environment. And, 
o�ce equipment such as telephones, keyboards, kitchenettes and bathrooms can all 
harbor bacteria and viruses that can cause illness and absenteeism. CleanBeyond can 
provide a level of protection from the spread of illness while also killing the bacteria that 
cause odor and molds.
 
Our non-toxic, EPA-approved hospital-grade disinfecting spray kills 99.999% of the 
bacteria causing MRSA, Staph, In�uenza, H1N1, Norovirus and more.

DEEP CLEANING
Additionally, our regularly scheduled deep cleaning services take cleaning to the next 
level in removing the accumulation of dirt, grime and dust that provide the 
environments for growth of disease-causing bio�lms and odors. In addition to using our 
disinfecting spray, we apply a long-term protectant to equipment and surfaces that 
inhibit the growth of bacteria and viruses.

AIR PURIFICATION 
Continued and sustainable air puri�cation can improve indoor air quality and break 
down the organic matter that causes odors.  Applied to windows, glass, mirrors and 
lighting, our treatments can last for months while contually breaking down 
contaminants.
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